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1. Introduction  

 

It’s yet another exciting experience for the children .The OVC holiday program is 
here again. It offers an opportunity for the children to interact, share and learn 

through skills training, music and play .Its aimed at strengthening children’s life 
skills and unleash their potential. 

 
The 3 day program held in January brought together a total of 64 children of 

which 43 were beneficiaries of the OVC program and 21 from Kiwenda 
community.  

 
1.1 A brief OVC status from 2016. 
 

By the end of the third academic term 2016, a total of 81 OVC were benefitting 

from the program of which: 
• 72 children were in  primary section,  

• 5 children in  secondary section 
• 1 in trade school 

• 3 students at the university level 
• 1 student graduated with bachelors’ degrees of science in 

accounting at University level 
• 10 children completed  primary level and sat their Primary Leaving 

Examination (PLE)  
• 1 child completed and graduated with a certificate in tailoring. 

 
The OVC program was colored with Primary Leaving Examination Results that 

came out.  
Two children passed in first grade, 5 children in second grade and 3 children in  
4th grade. Details are given in the table below. 

 
2016 RESULTS FOR PLE CANDIDATES CHAIN OVC PROGRAM 

 
No Name Sponsor Project Grade Eng Sc Sst Math Ttl 

1 Joseph Kimera  Katharina Steucker Germany 1 2 2 2 2 8 

2 Johnson Mulangira  Detlef  Kortenbrede 1 2 4 3 3 12 

3 Edward Seruwu Margit Liepe  2 3 6 4 5 18 

4 Zulufah Nakyeyune Lothar Ander 4 9 9 9 8 35 

5 Pamella Zawedde Cathy Cruchon GOAF 2 3 4 3 4 14 

6 Sauda Trasha Nakasi   2 4 5 6 6 21 

7 Gilbert Muwagazi Natsha Leskovsek 2 4 7 5 6 22 

8 Eric Matovu Sabrina Mellor 4 5 7 5 9 26 

9 Ashlaf Seguya Jack Ennis & Nancy 

Davenport 

4 6 7 7 9 29 

10 Janipher  Nanyanzi Mayanja Uganda 2 4 8 6 6 24 

 
Eng – English 
Sc – Science 

SST – Social studies 
Math – Mathematics 

 

 



 
1.2 Working Together  

This year’s holiday program was special, the children from the OVC Program and 
children from Kiwenda community had fun together. The interaction was 

empowering as children from different environments came together to share and 
learn from each other. The children from the OVC Program are mostly older and 

speak better English; this helped the children from Kiwenda improve their 
English language. On the other hand Kiwenda community is more rural whose 

children are more culturally mature hence cultural diversity. 
 

 In order to ensure that children from Kiwenda community blended well, they 
were supported and encouraged to tell stories, giving them responsibilities that 

were seen as important by all the children. They also led the children in a 
community tour. This approach worked very well, they mingled freely, treated 

each other with respect and made friends. It was nice to see the older children 
supporting the younger ones. 

 
 The three day program focused on the following aspects: 

  
 

- Baking Skills 

- Candle Making 
- Renewable resources 

- Social skills through games 
- Art and Crafts 

- Christmas card designing 
 

 

2. Activities 

 
2.1 Entrepreneurship Skills: Baking Daddies 
 

During this activity, Samalie taught children how to make daddies. She started 
with an introduction on general baking rules. Doing this, she ensured that the 

children would be able to make daddies on their own in the future, while even 
being able to successfully bake other goods with a recipe. The children were 

guided on measuring the ingredients and making the dough, then they 
proceeded by mixing the ingredients and kneading the dough. Getting engaged 

in the process, the children learnt that baking requires endurance and that one 
always has to be attentive if one wants to succeed. The children were proud of 

having made something useful that they could take home and show their 
parents and guardians. 

 
 



 
Samalie teaching the children how to make daddies. 

 
Children kneading the dough. 

 

  
Right are the children observing how Samalie cuts the dough & left are the finished 

Daddies: Ready to take home. 



 
2.2 Candle Making  
 

This session started with an introduction on forms of renewable energies and the 
current state of power supply in Uganda. The children learnt that only 80% of 

the demand today is met, which leads to frequent power outrages. The situation 
is even expected to worsen as more people access electricity. The children then 

shared their knowledge about alternative and renewable energy sources. The 
practical part consisted of learning how to make candles. The candles were made 

out of wax. The wax was first cut into pieces and then melted by the children 
and finally dyed different colors. Limonella oil, a natural mosquito repellent, was 
also added. The forms used to pour the wax were assorted recycled boxes such 

as juice packages, tins, and jars. The children were taught the technique of 
fixing the thread that serves as a wick, resulting in a candle that burns steadily. 

They then worked independently, creating their own candles, which they took 
home . 

 

 
The children listening to the instructions on candle making. 



 
Tobias (German volunteer) helping children to fix the threads in the assorted 

recycled packages. 
 

   
Children cutting blocks of wax into pieces Arthur Lubega lighting the fire to 

melt the wax 



     
Left are children dying the wax with different colors right are some of the 

finished candles. 

 
 

2.3 Mask Making 

This session strengthened teamwork by having the children work together in 

teams of two. First, pieces of plaster gauze were dipped into water and then 

applied to the face. Piece by piece, a thick and robust mask was formed, leaving 

the nostrils free for breathing. The mask then dried shortly on the face before 

being removed. While one of the partners had the active part of making the 

plaster mask of their partners face, the other had to lay down and be still so that 

the active one could work on their face. Working together in pairs, the children 

experienced both roles, the active and the passive one. By doing this, the 

children learnt a number of things. They learnt how to take care of another 

person who cannot express their needs or wishes and they experienced the role 

of being unable to express their own. This exercise helped them to understand 

the importance of respecting boundaries and being sensitive and respectful to 

others. 

The second part of making the masks started with a small introduction in color 

theory. The children brainstormed together about the possible meanings of 

different colors (yellow=sun, red= love, etc). Afterwards, each child painted 

their mask. Having a broader knowledge of colors, they could actively decide on 

how to achieve the desired look of their mask, like whether it should be a scary 

or a friendly mask. 

 



 
The children work in pairs making the masks 

 

 
Lina (German volunteer) distributing the colors to the kids. 

 

 



 
A finished mask drying. 

 

The children painting their masks. 

 

 

 
Children posing with their completed masks 

 
 

 
 

 



 
2.4 Games 

Throughout the holiday 
program, the children played 

various team sports such as 
soccer and volleyball (with the 

net they made in the last 
holiday program). These games 

helped in joining the two groups 
of children, the ones in the OVC 

Program and the ones from the 
Kiwenda community. The urge 

to play together in order to win 
a game made the children have 

to trust each other and 
acknowledge each other’s 

talents. This accelerated their 
bonds and friendships. 

 
Beside these games, they also 
played the team-building 

Muchungwa game. The children 
were only successful if they 

communicated fast and without 
speaking or leaving anyone 

behind. After a few attempts, 
they became better and better 

and really enjoyed the team  
spirit and triumphs. 

   

2.5 Christmas Cards designing 

This year every child got the chance to create Christmas cards for their 
sponsors. Given a variety of manila paper, watercolors, and pens, each child 

designed their own Christmas card. They put a lot of effort in making beautiful 
and unique cards. After finishing their pieces of art, they wrote their Christmas 

greetings to their sponsors. 
 

 
The children working on their Christmas cards. 



 
 

 

 
One of the designed Christmas cards. 

 

 
2.6 Making Clocks 

 

Erik Matovu, one of the OVC program 
beneficiaries came to visit the CHAIN 

staff to show the artwork he 
produces during his long December 

holiday, after having learned the 
technique from the neighbor in 

Nansana village where he stays with 
the mother. He showed two pieces he 

aims to sell in order to earn his 
pocket money.  

On the right is Erik holding the 
designed clock that he donated  

to CHAIN. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



2.7 Achievement 

It was a delightfull moment for CHAIN as Alex Magezi 

one their  long supported child  graduated. Alex 
graduated with a Bachaelors Degree of Science in 

Accounting.Thanks to our dear sponsor who has 
passionately supported Alex.  

  

 

 

 

 

2.8 Progress of the Permaculture Garden 

The construction of the permaculture garden was finished in October. Since then 

Phiona, a lady living in Kiwenda community comes regularly to pull weeds and 

water the plants. The CHAIN employees also work in the garden as often as 

possible and supervise the plant growth, replacing them when necessary. The 

children also enjoy helping with the garden work whenever they are around. 

They follow the rules very well and are careful not to destroy the plants. In 

December, the first vegetables such as sukuma wiki, cucumber, carrots and kale 

were harvested and others will be ready soon.  

                 
The children taking care of the little papaya tree and the pumpkin plant. 

 

 

 



 

3. Pictorial 

 

 

 
The hut in the compound serves as the working space for the children. 

 

 
Kasozi Pius and his mother at home. The mother sells vegetables in the village 

to earn a living.  

 

 



 
Eeeh what could be the problem?? The egg shells……….. 

 

 
 

 

 
Kimera Joseph preparing to light firewood for melting the wax 

 

 



 

OUR CHILDREN   - 

OUR FUTURE 

 

 
The beneficiaries of the OVC Program on their way home. 

 
 
Keep in touch with us: 
 

  www.chainproject.co.ug  
                              

 Community Health and Information Network – CHAIN 
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